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Do you feel an emptiness inside that never seems to subside no 
matter what you try? Perhaps you have used drugs or alcohol or 
even engaged in risky behaviors in an attempt to cover pain, cope 
with stress, deal with depression…to fill this void. Where has that 
gotten you?

Author, coach and successful businessman Steven T. Ginsburg is a recovering 
addict and alcoholic, and he finally found what was missing in his void. Hitting 
his lowest moment one night in an attempt to kill the pain, he almost lost his 
life, and in fact, Steven was surprised he survived. This wake-up call was a 
game-changer and something he had never encountered before in his many 
years of attempts to get clean and sober. But what made this time different? 
The last thing Steven remembers before losing consciousness was relief that 
soon enough it would all be over. Upon awakening the next morning  what 
occurred was nothing short of a miraculous new beginning.

God heard Steven’s prayer that fateful morning, and He answered. God is 
answering your call, too.

In Filling the Void: Your Guide to Discovery and Recovery Steven serves as your 
personal guide, leading you through his own path from a painful past riddled 
with addiction and poor choices to a life fulfilled and successful sobriety, 
dependent on prayer, self-assessment, and faith.

STEVEN T. GINSBURG
Steven is one of the founding partners and 
principals of Restore Detox Center, a 24-hour 
treatment facility in Poway, California, that 
provides detoxification services and residential 
treatment for people seeking to restore their lives. 
Since his recovery, he also founded CurePro 
and serves as a personal coach and aftercare 
specialist helping addicts turn their lives around. 
In addition, Steven speaks regularly sharing his 
story and helping educate to raise awareness with 
children, parents, and business leaders regarding 
the early signs that lead to addiction.

Steven was born and raised in Highland Park, 
Illinois, and currently resides in North County 
San Diego, California, with his wife, Nicole, and 
their two children.
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